Authors’ response (in blue) to the Reviewer #1’s comments (in black):

The authors thank Reviewer #1 for their comments and suggestions that definitely improved the manuscript. Required changes and modifications have been introduced in the text of the revised version of the manuscript by using the Word Track Changes tools.

In general, the title has been modified, and following some reviewer #2’s suggestions, Sections 2.4.2 and 3.4 have been removed and the proposed changes as indicated in the Supplement by the reviewer #2 have been implemented as well. New references have been added and Figures 5 and 6 have been simplified, as well.

Next, the authors respond to the particular comments of the reviewer #1.

- Reviewer 1

Authors compare MPL data with measurements of Raman lidars, to evaluate the overlap function and estimate its influence on backscattering coefficient and depolarization ratio. This is useful technical study, which, by my opinion, can be published in AMT after minor revision.

I have just technical comments

R1C1. Ln.143. “Those two polarized signals are semi-simultaneously detected by alternatively switching in the basis of 50%/50% the LRC polarization mode (LCR switching time of 133 μs) within every integrating minute.” Unclear. Switching occurs every minute or every pulse?

Authors’ response: The MPL system switches the polarization state every 250 pulses (but just 249 pulses are collected since one of the pulses is discarded during the ~100 μs it takes to switch). Therefore, the sentence is conservatively right, but in order to avoid the confusion, the corresponding text has been modified in the revised version of the manuscript as follows:

Page 5, lines 160-162: “Those two polarized signals are semi-simultaneously detected by alternatively switching in the basis of 50%/50% the LRC polarization mode within every integrating minute. Note that the P-MPL pulse frequency is 2500 Hz, and the polarization state is switched every 250 pulses, but just 249 pulses are collected since one of the pulses is discarded during the LCR switching time (~100 μs).”

R1C2. Ln.259. “and 25 sr for ND components”. Why so small value? For example, for smoke it can be 70 sr.

Authors’ response: That’s true. However, a minor contribution of non-dust (ND) aerosols under dusty conditions is expected in comparison with the predominance of dust particles. Besides, smoke particles were not identified for the selected cases as shown
in the manuscript. The choice of 25 sr is just a conservative low value, which is assumed for the lidar ratio of ND aerosols by considering their small contribution, mainly within the dust layers.

**R1C3.** Eq.5,6. I am confused. To calculate extinction profile assumptions about lidar ratios for all three components are made. Is it still more accurate than just apply Klett solution?

**Authors’ response:** For elastic lidars, an a-priori particle lidar ratio must be assumed. By using the KF algorithm in constraint with an ancillary value of AOD (i.e., AERONET AOD), an effective lidar ratio is obtained, which is a height-constant parameter. Hence, the height-resolved extinction coefficient is just obtained by multiplying the height-resolved backscatter coefficient and that effective lidar ratio; the AOD is calculated by integrating the extinction coefficient in height. Actually, the lidar ratio is not constant with the height as it is dependent on the aerosol type detected along the atmosphere, and therefore the extinction profile can differ in dependence on the aerosol mixing state of the atmosphere. In this work, the total extinction profile is obtained by summing the separated extinction coefficient profiles of each of the particle components, which the specific lidar ratio is indeed accurately known for. Therefore, in our case, we consider this is an improved result in the retrieval of a ‘more accurate’ extinction coefficient profile from elastic P-MPL lidar measurements, where a vertical lidar ratio, to some extent, has been intrinsically applied.

However, in the revised version of the manuscript, Sections 2.4.2 and 3.4, regarding the determination of the extinction profile, have been removed, as suggested by the reviewer #2.

**R1C4.** Ln.333. “The P-MPL VLDR is calculated using Eq. 8” I don’t see Eq.8.

**Authors’ response:** Eq. 8 of the original manuscript (page 12, line 366) is the renumbered Eq. 7 in its revised version (page 13, line 401). However, for avoiding any confusion, the text has been modified in the revised version as follows:

Page 14, line 405: “… where \( \delta_{MPL}^V \) is the corrected P-MPL VLDR profile, and \( \delta_{MPL}^V \) is that VLDR as obtained from Eq. 2”.

**R1C5.** Ln.364. “Therefore, the P-MPL VLDR must be also corrected by that offset using. . .” But in calculation of VDR from Polly data, the calibration coefficient is used. Can corresponding uncertainty contribute to this offset?

**Authors’ response:** The calibration parameters of the continuously operated Polly lidar are automatically checked on a daily basis, and the calibration parameters are stored as time series (over months) to identify biases and miss-alignment and do corrections and
improve alignment. Hence, we assume no bias (in the Polly depolarization ratio) when all calibration parameters show good performance of the lidar over days, weeks, and months, as is the case here.

**R1C6.** Ln 377. “see Eqs. 4 and 9...” I don’t see Eq.9.

**Authors’ response:** Right. It was a mistake. Eq. 9 is actually the Eq. 8 (renumbered Eq. 7). This has been corrected in the revised version of the manuscript (page 13, line 404).

**R1C7.** Fig.5. I didn’t understand what is difference between (a,b) and (c,d). Are (c,d) plots necessary? The same about Fig.6.

**Authors’ response:** Plots in (c) and (d) are a ‘zoom’ of those (a) and (b); maybe they give a redundancy of results. Then, we will leave only plots (a) and (b) of both Figs. 5 and 6 in the revised version of the manuscript.

**R1C8.** Fig.8. I don’t quite understand why authors decompose extinction for three components. Looks like goal of the paper is to correct the overlap function.

**Authors’ response:** Indeed, the main goal is to experimentally assess the P-MPL system, including the determination of an overlap function for the P-MPL and the evaluation of its volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR), in addition to study the effect in the lidar-derived aerosol optical properties, like the particle backscatter coefficient (PBC) and the particle linear depolarization ratio (PLDR). However, we considered consistent to extent that study to the other interrelated variables as the height-resolved extinction coefficient. In particular for elastic lidars as the P-MPL, it is relevant to estimate the extinction profile. Therefore, an alternative methodology to derive the extinction was also introduced in this work, which is based on the firstly separated three components (particularly, in dust mixtures), and then the total extinction is basically obtained by summing them, as described in Sect. 2.4.2.

However, in the revised version of the manuscript, Sections 2.4.2 and 3.4, regarding the determination of the extinction profile, have been removed (see **R1C3**), as suggested by the reviewer #2.
Authors’ response (in blue) to the Reviewer #2’s comments (in black):

The authors thank Reviewer #2 for their comments and suggestions that definitely improved the manuscript. Required changes and modifications have been introduced in the text of the revised version of the manuscript by using the Word Track Changes tools.

In general, the title has been modified, and following some reviewer #2’s suggestions, Sections 2.4.2 and 3.4 have been removed and the proposed changes as indicated in the Supplement by the reviewer #2 have been implemented as well. New references have been added and Figures 5 and 6 have been simplified, as well.

Next, the authors respond to the particular comments of the reviewer #2.

- Reviewer 2

The manuscript fits within the journal scope, as it describes the results from an intercomparison campaign in order to evaluate the Micro Pulse lidar overlap function taking EARLINET Martha and Polly systems as reference.

The manuscript is interesting, nevertheless some major changes are needed before publication.

R2C1. I understand that it is not very practical to find an horizontal line of sight free from obstacles with an homogenous atmosphere, but I think that this setup is way easier than organizing a measurement campaign on purpose. Moreover, shooting the lidar horizontally is more accurate than the proposed method.

Authors’ response: The main goal of the campaign, indeed, was not the determination of the overlap (OVP) function for the P-MPL system; but, taking this advantage, part of the observational period during the campaign was devoted to obtain an accurate OVP correction for that P-MPL system. Although shooting the lidar horizontally seems to be a more accurate setup than other methods for OVP determination, it cannot be always viable under regular conditions, at least neither at El Arenosillo (Huelva) station, where our P-MPL is routinely in operation, and nor at Leipzig. Our experience tell us that horizontal pointing of the lidar to obtain the overlap profile is not an easy and simple approach. It sounds simple, but it isn’t in many cases. The boundary layer is usually not well mixed (there are convective plumes and downdraft regions side by side) so that overlap determination remains a problem. On the other hand, the Polly beam was fixed to an off-zenith angle of 5 degrees. We think, it is always worthwhile to use the opportunity during lidar comparison studies to check the OVP functions of all involved lidars during their normal operation (that means when they look vertically). The proposed method is more easily applicable in our case, and it has been previously applied with accurate results (e.g., Guerrero-Rascado et al., 2010; Sicard et al., 2020).
R2C2. The manuscript needs a deep English editing, because some parts are not clear at all. I was editing some parts, but it is not a reviewer role.

Authors’ response: We are sincerely grateful for the English editing of the manuscript as performed by the reviewer. An English revision in deep of the manuscript have been also done, and changes are shown in the revised version of the manuscript. But we think (as we know from former publications) that an AMT language editor will check the manuscript as well. Finally, several experienced co-authors will be forced to check the proof-readings and remove ‘bad English’ phrases.

R2C3. Some sections in the manuscript seem to be out of context. As stated in the title and mostly in the abstract, the main objective is to calibrate the MPL instruments with respect to the reference EARLINET lidars. The part where POLIPHON algorithm is applied is not adding value to the paper with respect to its main goal. I suggest to the authors to better contextualize it (maybe editing English will make it clearer) or delete it.

Authors’ response: We decided to follow the reviewer #2’ suggestion. Hence, corresponding sections (2.4.2 and 3.4), and related comments in the overall text, have been removed.

R2C4. Moreover, I think that the retrieval doesn’t make so much sense. First, Leipzig is not the best spot to detect dust outbreaks, because the aerosol layer traveled so much before reaching the observation site. Then dividing the backscattering coefficient into those 3 categories is rather audacious and potentially wrong. There is not any information regarding the aerosol size distribution. Then Dc and Df how are assessed? Just using the Particle Depol Ratio and the LR? In this case, no information is available on how the dust particles aged, i.e. if dust mixes up with urban or continental aerosol. Also, the used values are probably found for some specific measurement campaigns and cannot be assumed valid in general. For this reason, those values will show a very high variability making the error on retrieval huge. What if, during the advection, the dust particles mix with other aerosol particles? The LR changes, the depolarization changes...

Authors’ response: We agree that Leipzig is not the best station to observe dust intrusions. However, dust air masses arrived to Leipzig on 29 and 30 June 2019. The dust case study selected in this work was examined in deep in Córdoba-Jabonero et al. (2021), where the arrival of dust particles to Leipzig on 29 and 30 June 2019 was confirmed and analysed by using aerosol travel and forecast modelling, AERONET data and lidar observations. POLIPHON algorithm allowed separating the optical properties of each Dc and Df components in aerosol mixed cases (in particular, see deleted Fig. 8, corresponding to a dust mixed scenario as observed on 30 June afternoon, and also Fig. 3 in Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2021). POLIPHON is a depolarization-based method (i.e., Mamouri and Ansmann, 2017), which is well validated in a variety of field activities (e.g.,
Genz et al., 2011; Düsing et al., 2018; Mamali et al., 2018; Haarig et al., 2019; Marinou et al., 2019) and applied in numerous studies (e.g., Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2018; Ansmann et al., 2019; Baars et al., 2019; Marinou et al., 2019; Costa-Surós et al., 2020; Georgoulis et al., 2020; Hofer et al., 2020).
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R2C5. Being the P-MPL a product commercially available, it is not possible to establish with precision which technology is used to detect the depolarized laser light, because, as stated on MPLNET website, there exist at least two different P-MPL models that
depend on fabrication year. For the P-MPL models produced before 2013, the use of nematic liquid crystal polarizer introduces a delay in data rates. A new P-MPL model was developed around 2013 following Flynn et al. 2007, but using a ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) for faster data rates and a slightly modified measurement strategy to accommodate the difference in polarizer properties. For this reason, as long as a proper instrument characterization and stability study of the polarized design and its calibration procedures will be not available, equation 4 and section 3.2 are based on speculations.

Authors’ response: Sect. 2.2.1 in the Methodology Section has been modified in order to clarify up to some extent these issues. In particular, the P-MPL version of the 44245 unit uses a ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) with a switching time of \( \sim 100 \mu s \). Besides, it was tested by the manufacturer, and a testing report was provided with the P-MPL system. Eq. 4 (now Eq. 2 or 6 in the revised version) is adapted from Flynn et al. (2007) and currently applied for providing the MPLNET version 3 data products (Welton et al., 2018), besides having been applicable in some particular studies (e.g., Sicard et al., 2016; Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2020; Lolli et al., 2020). Sect. 3.2 is based on the experimental analysis performed, indeed, in this work (see also references included).

R2C6. Specific comments are found in the attached files.

Authors’ response is introduced in the attached supplement pdf file using the Adobe Acrobat tools. Corresponding changes have been also included in the revised version of the manuscript.
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Abstract. Simultaneous observations of a polarized Micro-Pulse Lidar (P-MPL) system, currently operative within MPLNET (NASA Micro-Pulse Lidar Network), with two referenced EARLINET (European Aerosol Research Lidar Network) lidars, running at Leipzig site (Germany, 51.4°N 12.4°E, 125 m a.s.l.), were performed during a comprehensive two-month field campaign in summer 2019. A calibration assessment regarding the overlap (OVP) correction of the P-MPL signal profiles and its impact in the retrieval of the optical properties is achieved, describing also the experimental procedure used. The optimal lidar-specific OVP function for correcting the P-MPL measurements is experimentally determined, highlighting that the OVP function as delivered by the P-MPL manufacturer cannot be used. Among the OVP functions examined, the averaged one between those obtained from the comparison of the P-MPL observations with those of the other two referenced lidars seems to be the best proxy at both near- and far-field ranges. In addition, the impact of the OVP function in the accuracy of the retrieved profiles of the total particle backscatter coefficient (PBC) and the particle linear depolarization ratio (PLDR) is examined. First, the volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR) profile is obtained and compared to the reference lidars, showing it needs to be corrected by a small offset value within a good accuracy. Once P-MPL measurements are optimally OVP-corrected, the PBC profiles (and hence the PLDR ones) can be derived using the Klett-Fernald approach. In addition, an alternative method based on separation of the total PBC into their aerosol components is presented in order to estimate the total particle extinction coefficient (PEC) profile, and hence the Aerosol Optical Depth, from elastic P-MPL measurements. A dust event as observed at Leipzig in June 2019 is used for illustration. In overall, an adequate OVP function is needed to be determined in a regular basis to calibrate the P-MPL system in order to derive suitable aerosol products.

1 Introduction

Active remote sensing are an excellent tool for vertical monitoring of the atmosphere. In particular, aerosol lidar systems have demonstrated to be a suitable instrumentation for aerosol and cloud profiling in both the troposphere and stratosphere (e.g., Amiridis et al., 2015; Baars et al., 2019). Tropospheric aerosols are usually confined up to 7-8 km height under aerosol intrusion conditions (e.g., Mattis et al.,
Ground-based lidar networks are widely operative within the GAW (Global Atmospheric Watch) Aerosol Lidar Observations Network (GALION); among them, there are those extended at continental scales, as EARLINET (European AeRosol Lidar NETwork, www.earlinet.org; Pappalardo et al., 2014), which belongs also to the Aerosol Cloud and Trace Gases Research Infrastructure (ACTRIS, www.actris.eu), AD-NET (Asian Dust and aerosol lidar observation network, www-lidar.nies.go.jp/AD-Net; Sugimoto et al., 2008), and LALINET (a.k.a. ALINE, Latin American Lidar NETwork, www.lalinet.org; Barbosa et al., 2014). In addition, there are other aerosol networks like MPLNET (Micro-Pulse Lidar NETwork, mplnet.gsfc.nasa.gov; Welton et al., 2001), and PollyNET (POrtabLe Lidar sYstem NETwork, polly.tropos.de; Baars et al., 2016), whose sites are distributed around the world.

The use of polarization lidar options is increasing, since lidar depolarization measurements allow an improved typing of aerosols (dust, marine aerosol, anthropogenic pollution, volcanic ash, biomass burning, pollen, …) as well as the separation of the optical properties (backscatter, extinction) of particle components within complex aerosol mixtures with vertical resolution (i.e., Ansmann et al., 2011; Burton et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015; Sicard et al., 2016; Bohlmann et al., 2019). Therefore, new and promising methods based on the particle depolarization ratio were developed and used to derive aerosol profiles in terms of particle mass concentration, separately for the coarse and fine modes (i.e., Mamouri and Ansmann, 2017), in addition to estimate both the cloud-condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice-nucleating particle (INP) concentrations (i.e., Mamouri and Ansmann, 2016).

The atmospheric lidar scanning provides an accurate characterization at all ranges; however, lidar systems present an incomplete response in the near-range observational field due to the partial intersection of the field-of-view between the transmitter and the receiver for both the biaxial and coaxial lidar configurations. Therefore, lidar signal profiles must be corrected by this near-field loss of signal, that is, the overlap (OVP) correction (Wandinger and Ansmann, 2002); hence, the main concern is focused on their OVP calibration. The full-OVP height is different depending on the lidar system (e.g., Wandinger et al., 2016).

For the last two decades, the Micro-Pulse Lidar (MPL) (Campbell et al., 2002; Welton et al., 2002) has been the operative system within MPLNET; since a few years a polarized MPL version (P-MPL) is the standard lidar system. Both MPL and P-MPL observations have been widely performed for continuous monitoring of aerosols and clouds. In particular, MPL/P-MPL measurements were used for Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) height retrievals (Lewis et al., 2013; Adame et al., 2015), for detection and characterization of both cirrus clouds (Evans et al., 2016; Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2017) and Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) (Campbell et al., 2008; Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2013), for depolarization-based separation of the optical properties of different aerosol mixtures (Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2018), for mass concentration estimation in comparison with forecast model simulations (Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2019), for precipitation intensity determination (Li et al., 2018), and for assessment of the radiative effect of aerosols and cirrus clouds (Campbell et al., 2016; Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2020a, 2020b), among others. Those works have demonstrated a good MPL performance in aerosol/cloud research.
However, the P-MPL system needs to be well characterized in terms of the backscattered lidar signal detected by both depolarization channels of the instrument (Flynn et al., 2007) in order to retrieve plausible aerosol optical properties.

The P-MPL is an elastic coaxial single-wavelength (532 nm) system and, differing from older MPL versions (Campbell et al., 2002; Welton et al., 2002), incorporates depolarization capabilities (Flynn et al., 2007). It can operate in routine continuous (24/7) mode. From an instrumental point of view, the principal disadvantage is reaching the full-OVP height at relatively high altitudes (typically at 4-6 km height; Campbell et al., 2002), being particularly relevant for tropospheric aerosol research. Then, a qualified calibration must be performed in these systems. In this framework, an experimental campaign was planned at the EARLINET Leipzig site (Germany, 51.4°N 12.4°E, 125 m a.s.l.), and devoted to compare P-MPL observations simultaneously with reference well-calibrated lidar measurements, and hence to determine the required P-MPL calibrations.

The aim of this work is fourfold: 1) to achieve an OVP calibration of the P-MPL system, i.e., to estimate the experimental OVP function for correcting the P-MPL measurements; 2) to evaluate the volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR), which is a lidar-derived parameter independent of OVP calibration; 3) to determine the P-MPL calibration-induced effects on the retrieval of optical properties, both the height-resolved particle backscatter coefficient (PBC) and particle linear depolarization ratio (PLDR); and 4) to present an alternative method based on the separation of the PBC into their aerosol components (for instance, as applied to a dust event) in order to estimate the vertical profile of the particle extinction coefficient (PEC) (and also the columnar total extinction, i.e., the Aerosol Optical Depth, AOD) from elastic P-MPL measurements. Section 2 introduces the methodology for that purpose, where the field campaign performed, the P-MPL and reference lidar systems used and the data analysis of the experimental approaches applied are particularly described: the experimental procedure for accurately characterizing the OVP function of the P-MPL systems, the correction of the VLDR, and the determination of the optical properties. Results are presented in Section 3, regarding the experimental estimation of the OVP function (error processing is described in Annex A), the evaluation of the VLDR, and the retrieval of the particle optical properties. A dust case as observed during the field campaign is used for that purpose. Main conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2 Methodology

2.1 Field campaign

A field campaign was performed at the EARLINET station of Leipzig, Germany (51.35°N 12.43°E, 125 m a.s.l.), managed by the Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research (TROPOS), for 6 weeks in June-July 2019 in order to mainly calibrate a P-MPL system with a special emphasis on the OVP correction.

The lidar system used was the MPL44245 unit (Sigma Space Corp.) routinely operating at the EARLINET/El Arenosillo station at Huelva, Spain (ARN/Huelva, 37.1°N 6.7°W, 40 m a.s.l.), which is managed by the Spanish Institute for Aerospace Technology (INTA). Both stations are also AERONET (AERosol RObotic NETwork, aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov) sites, accomplishing the requisite for co-location of both networks. For the campaign, the ARN/Huelva P-MPL was temporarily deployed at Leipzig to be
compared against two EARLINET lidars routinely operative in this station. Those are the Polly (POrtabLe Lidar sYstem; Althausen et al, 2009; Engelmann et al., 2016) and the MARTHA (Multiwavelength Tropospheric Raman lidar for Temperature, Humidity, and Aerosol profiling; Jiménez et al., 2018) systems, which were used as reference since these lidars are well characterized with respect to EARLINET quality assurance standards (e.g., Böckmann et al., 2004; Pappalardo et al., 2004; Freudenthaler et al., 2008; Pappalardo et al., 2014; Wandinger et al., 2016; Belegante et al., 2016; Bravo-Aranda et al., 2016; Freudenthaler et al., 2016).

2.2 Lidar systems

2.2.1 Polarized Micro-Pulse Lidar (P-MPL)

The P-MPL system (Sigma Space corp., v. MPL-4B) is the standard lidar currently operating within MPLNET. It is an elastic lidar in coaxial configuration with depolarization capabilities operating in full-time (24/7) mode. Among the principal optical features, the laser emission at 532 nm, with a pulse energy of 6-8 μJ and a repetition rate of 2500 Hz, is registered back by a unique avalanche photodiode detector (APD), and the receiver system presents a field-of-view (FOV) of 80 μrad full angle and the telescope diameter is 18 cm wide (Sigma Space Corp., MPL system information handbook, 2018). P-MPL vertical profiles are routinely acquired with 1-min integrating time and 15-m vertical resolution (in particular, for the ARN/Huelva P-MPL system) up to 30 km height. Main instrumental features of the P-MPL system are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lidar system</th>
<th>P-MPL</th>
<th>Polly</th>
<th>MARTHA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routine operation</td>
<td>24/7</td>
<td>24/7</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar Networks</td>
<td>MPLNET</td>
<td>EARLINET</td>
<td>EARLINET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter properties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength (nm)</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>532 (*)</td>
<td>532 (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy/pulse (mJ)</td>
<td>0.006-0.008</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye-safety</td>
<td>Yes (ANSI Class II)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver properties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope diameter (cm)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescope focal length (m)</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV (μrad full angle)</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depolarization</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman detection</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Used in this study.

A schematic optical configuration of the MPL-4B version is shown in Flynn et al. (2007; see their Fig. 1). The laser light is alternatively transmitted linearly and circularly polarized to the atmosphere by switching between two retardation modes of a liquid crystal retarder (LCR). The corresponding backscattered light to those two polarized states by passing through a beam splitter to the single APD is registered in...
dependence of the polarizing or depolarizing atmospheric particles leading to the suppression or not, respectively, of the orthogonally-detected signal w.r.t. the transmitted one into the single APD. Those two polarized signals are semi-simultaneously detected by alternatively switching in the basis of 50%/50% the LRC polarization mode (LCR switching time of 133 µs) within every integrating minute. That is, those two signals are alternatively detected by the same APD, being recorded in two polarized ‘channels’: the 532-nm cross-signal \( P_{cross} \) and the 532-nm co-signal \( P_{co} \). Therefore, since no potentially existing efficiency or alignment differences are between those two ‘channels’ (as used a single APD), no corrections for these effects are required, as it is typically needed for ordinary two-channel polarization lidars. The measured lidar signal in those two polarized-channels is used to derive the P-MPL total range-corrected signal \( P_{L} \), following the methodology as described in Flynn et al. (2007), that is, \[ P_{L} = P_{co} + 2 P_{cross}. \] More details on P-MPL signal correction and data processing can be found in Córdoba-Jabonero et al. (2018). Among the required instrumental P-MPL calibrations (Campbell et al., 2002; Welton et al., 2002), the OVP correction is a concerning issue, since the typical full-OVP height is reached at rather high altitudes (usually at 4-5 km height), affecting thus the aerosol profiles at ranges in the overall boundary layer and part of the troposphere. Therefore, after purchase, the P-MPL system is delivered with an original OVP function as provided by the manufacture company (Sigma Space Corp.), which, however, must be re-evaluated with time. Indeed, one of the goals of this work is to show the experimental procedure to obtain a new OVP calibration for the P-MPL lidar as compared to the original one, as will be exposed in Sect. 2.3.1, together to examine their effects in the retrieval of the optical properties.

### 2.2.2 POrtabLe Lidar sYstem (Polly)

The EARLINET Polly (POrtabLe Lidar sYstem) lidars are sophisticated, automated Raman-polarization lidar systems for scientific purpose, but with the advantage of an easy-to-use and well-characterized instrument with same design, same automated operation, and same centralized data processing delivering near-real-time data products. Polly systems have been developed and constructed at TROPOS with international partners since 2002 (Engelmann et al., 2016). All Polly lidar systems are designed for automatic and unattended operation in 24/7 mode. Meanwhile 12 Polly lidar systems are distributed around the globe (e.g., Baars et al., 2016). The Polly lidar system used as a reference in this comparison analysis, is the first one of the Polly family (Engelmann et al., 2016), which was substantially upgraded in 2016 (v. Polly_1v2). It emits linearly polarized light at 532 nm with 5 receiver channels: the elastically backscattered light at 532 nm, the cross-polarized light at 532 nm, the co-polarized light at 532 nm, the rotational-Raman scattered light near 532 nm, and the vibrational-rotational Raman scattered light at 607 nm. Its full-OVP is reached at around 300-500 m height, and thus preferred for the P-MPL OVP calibration purpose. Profiles of the Polly range-corrected signal, \( P_{Polly} \), are routinely derived by using sample settings with 7.5-m vertical resolution and 30-sec temporal integration. The main instrumental features of the Polly system are shown in Table 1.

### 2.2.3 Multiwavelength Atmospheric Raman lidar for Temperature, Humidity, and Aerosol profiling (MARTHA)
The second EARLINET lidar, which is used as a reference in this work, is the dual receiver field-of-view (RFOV) Multiwavelength polarization/Raman lidar for Temperature, Humidity, and Aerosol profiling (MARTHA) (Mattis et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2013, Jimenez et al., 2019). MARTHA has a powerful laser, transmitting in total 1 J per pulse at a repetition rate of 30 Hz, with an 80-cm telescope diameter, being thus well designed for tropospheric and stratospheric aerosol observations. This lidar system measures Raman signals at 532 nm ($p_{\text{Raman}}$, which is that used in this work) and 607 nm and the polarization-sensitive 532-nm backscatter signals at two RFOVs so that, besides aerosol profiles, cloud microphysical properties can be retrieved from measured cloud multiple scattering effects. MARTHA can provide the 532-nm particle depolarization ratio as measured with the smaller RFOV, and also the 355-, 532-, and 1064-nm particle backscatter coefficients and the 355- and 532-nm extinction coefficient profiles with their corresponding lidar ratio profiles. For this large telescope (and a selected receiver FOV of 0.5 mrad) the overlap between laser beam and receiver FOV is complete around 2000 m height. The overlap profile of this laboratory lidar is very stable. The main instrumental features of the MARTHA system are shown in Table 1.

**Experimental estimation of the overlap (OVP) function for P-MPL systems**

The overlap (OVP) function, $F_{\text{OVP}}$, is used to correct the P-MPL RCS profiles, $P_{\text{MPL}}(z)$, at near-field altitudes, that is,

$$P_{\text{OVP}}(z) = \frac{P_{\text{MPL}}(z)}{F_{\text{OVP}}(z)},$$

where $P_{\text{OVP}}(z)$ represents the overlap-corrected P-MPL RCS profiles.

In this work, the experimental procedure to obtain $F_{\text{OVP}}$ is based on the comparison of the $P_{\text{MPL}}(z)$ to either the Polly RCS profiles, $P_{\text{Polly}}(z)$, or the MARTHA ones, $P_{\text{MARTHA}}(z)$, which are both used as reference under mostly clean and clear conditions. The Polly and MARTHA lidars present the advantage in contrast to P-MPL system that the OVP function can be experimentally determined using their Raman channels (Wandinger and Ansmann, 2002). The P-MPL overlap function is thus calculated in terms of the ratio between the P-MPL and Polly/MARTHA RCS profiles, i.e.,

$$F_{\text{OVP}}(z) = \frac{P_{\text{MPL}}(z)}{P_{\text{ref}}(z)},$$

where $P_{\text{ref}}(z)$ denotes the reference RCS profiles as obtained from either Polly, $P_{\text{Polly}}(z)$, or MARTHA, $P_{\text{MARTHA}}(z)$, measurements. Both sets of RCS profiles are normalized at a given height (higher than the OVP altitude range), $z_{\text{norm}}$, and then $F_{\text{OVP}}(z)$ can be derived using Eq. 2. In particular, the full-OVP is obtained at the normalization height $z_{\text{norm}} = 9.5$ km a.g.l., being $F_{\text{OVP}}(z) = 1$ at $z \geq z_{\text{norm}}$. Errors associated to the estimation of $F_{\text{OVP}}(z)$ using this experimental approach are described in Annex A. Lidar observations performed under relatively clean conditions at the Leipzig station were used for the P-MPL OVP calibration.

2.4 Determination of the aerosol optical properties

2.4.1 Retrieval of the particle backscatter coefficient, and both the volume and particle linear depolarization ratios
Once the OVP-corrected RCS is obtained from Eq. 1, the particle backscatter coefficient (PBC), $\beta_p$ (km$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$), can be derived applying the Klett-Fernald (KF) algorithm (Fernald, 1984; Klett, 1985) by constraining the lidar ratio (LR, extinction-to-backscatter ratio) with the AERONET Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) (elastic KF solution); hence, an effective LR, $S_{\alpha}^{\text{eff}}$, is also obtained after convergence.

The particle linear depolarization ratio (PLDR), $\delta_p$, can be determined as follows,

$$
\delta_p = \frac{R + \delta_{\text{m}}^v - \delta_{\text{m}}^v (1 + \delta^v)}{(1 + \delta_{\text{m}}^v) - (1 + \delta^v)}
$$

(3)

where $R$ is the backscattering ratio ($= \frac{\beta_m + \beta_p}{\beta_m}$, being $\beta_m$ the molecular backscattering coefficient), $\delta^v$ is volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR), and $\delta_{\text{m}}^v$ is the molecular depolarization ratio ($\delta_{\text{m}}^v = 0.0037$ for P-MPL systems; Behrendt and Nakamura, 2002). The PLDR is a lidar parameter widely used for defining the aerosol type (Burton et al., 2012; Gross et al., 2013), and for discriminating the particle size mode in some aerosol mixtures (Mamouri and Ansmann, 2017; Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2018), among others.

The determination of PBC is mainly depending on the OVP correction, as will be discussed in Sect. 3.3, and hence, the PLDR is also affected by OVP as well. Therefore, a good knowledge of the OVP function for the specific P-MPL system is also needed to obtain high-quality PBC and PLDR profiles.

The volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR), $\delta^v$, can be determined in relation with the P-MPL depolarization ratio, $\delta_{\text{MPL}}^\text{MPL}$ (Mishchenko and Hovenier, 1995; Gimmestad, 2008). Following Flynn et al. (2007), $\delta^v$ can be easily expressed as

$$
\delta^v = \frac{\delta_{\text{MPL}}^\text{MPL}}{\delta_{\text{MPL}}^\text{MPL} + 1} = \frac{P_{\text{cross}}}{P_{\text{cross}} + P_{\text{co}}},
$$

(4)

where $\delta_{\text{MPL}}^\text{MPL}$ is defined as the ratio between $P_{\text{cross}}$ and $P_{\text{co}}$, which are the two polarized RCS as described in Sect. 2.2.1. Since the OVP correction is equally applied to both those signals, the VLDR is unaffected by the OVP calibration. Hence, the VLDR for the P-MPL system was examined in comparison with that derived from Polly lidar measurements. All those variables are height-resolved, but the altitude dependence is omitted for simplicity. A dust case occurring for the night on 29-30 June 2019 at the Leipzig station is selected for that purpose.

### 2.4.2 Estimation of the particle extinction coefficient from elastic P-MPL measurements

The particle extinction coefficient (PEC) is also a height-resolved variable. However, its estimation from elastic lidar observations is a relevant concern due to the indetermination in solving the lidar equation for elastic systems. Usually, a KF solution can be derived by assuming an effective LR, $S_{\alpha}^{\text{eff}}$, which is a constant in height value (see Sect. 2.4.1).

An alternative simple method is introduced in order to estimate the PEC profiles, $\sigma_p(z)$, from elastic P-MPL measurements without assuming a constant LR. That approach is based in the combination of the POLIPHON algorithm (Mamouri and Ansmann, 2017) with elastic P-MPL measurements, as described in Córdoba-Jabonero et al. (2018), and was similarly used in Giannakaki et al. (2020), showing the potential of elastic and polarized lidars for vertical extinction retrieval. A dust case study observed at Leipzig in
June 2019 is used for illustration of that methodology. First, the KF-derived PBC profile, $\beta_p(z)$, together with the PLDR one, $\delta_p(z)$, are used to separate the total $\beta_p$ into the backscatter coefficients corresponding to each of those components within the dusty mixtures, that is, the dust coarse (Dc), $\beta_{DC}$, dust fine (Df), $\beta_{DF}$, and non-dust (ND), $\beta_{ND}$. Note that $\beta_p = \beta_{DC} + \beta_{DF} + \beta_{ND}$ ($z$-dependence is omitted for simplicity). Particular pure depolarization ratios of 0.16 and 0.05 were assumed, respectively, for the Dc, Df, and ND components (Córdoba-Jabonero et al., 2018; Ansmann et al., 2019). Hence, the vertical PEC profile for each separated component can be obtained by definition as

$$\sigma_i(z) = S_i^I \times \beta_i(z),$$

where $i$ refers to the Dc, Df, and ND components, being $S_i^I$ their corresponding pure LR, which are assumed to be 55 sr for Dc and Df, and 25 sr for ND components (Ansmann et al., 2019). The vertical total PEC, $\sigma_p(z)$, can be calculated as follows

$$\sigma_p(z) = \sigma_{DC}(z) + \sigma_{DF}(z) + \sigma_{ND}(z),$$

being

$$\tau = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sigma_p(z_n) \Delta z$$

the total aerosol extinction in the overall atmospheric column (i.e., the AOD), where $\Delta z$ is the lidar vertical resolution, and $n$ indicates the discrete n-bin height-level ($n=1, \ldots, N$), being $z_N$ the reference height under aerosol-free conditions.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental overlap function $F_{OVP}$

P-MPL observations were carried out from 6 June to 26 July 2019 at the Leipzig station during the field campaign. Simultaneous P-MPL and Polly/MARTHA measurements as performed under relatively clean conditions were selected for the OVP calibration purpose. The first comparison analysis corresponded to 12 hourly-averaged P-MPL and Polly RCS profiles within the night-time period from 28 June 2019 at 18UT to 29 June 2019 at 05UT (day-time values on 28 June at 18UT: AOD=0.10, Ångstrom exponent AE=1.59). The second one was related to the MARTHA night-time RCS measurements as averaged for 4 hours from 23 July 2019 at 21UT to 24 July 2019 at 00UT (day-time values on 23 July at 18UT: AOD=0.09, AE=1.33); P-MPL RCS profiles were also averaged during that same period for comparison. Figure 1 shows the uncorrected by overlap P-MPL RCS profiles in comparison with the reference Polly (left panel) and MARTHA (right panel) ones for both those particular periods. The part of the P-MPL RCS profiling to be OVP-corrected is clearly highlighted ranging from the surface up to around m height. Next, the experimental estimation of $F_{OVP}$ for the P-MPL system is analysed in terms of the OVP-corrected RCS as obtained by applying each of those experimentally-estimated $F_{OVP}^{Polly}$ and $F_{OVP}^{MARTHA}$ (see Sect. 2.3.1), including also a comparison with the original one, $F_{OVP}^{original}$ (as provided by the manufacturer).
Figure 1: Comparison of the (left) reference Polly (red line; for clarity, the 12 P-MPL and Polly RCS profiles, from 28 June 18UT to 29 June 05UT, were averaged) and (right) MARTHA (blue line; 4 P-MPL and MARTHA RCS profiles, from 23 July 21UT to 24 July 00UT, were averaged) w.r.t. the uncorrected by overlap P-MPL profiles (black lines). Normalization height at 9.5 km a.g.l. The aerosol-free background signal is shown by a grey dashed line.

Figure 2 shows the experimental OVP functions, $F_{OVP}(z)$, as obtained from the comparison of the P-MPL RCS profiles w.r.t. Polly and MARTHA lidar measurements (top panel, $F_{OVP}^{Polly}$ in red, and $F_{OVP}^{MARTHA}$ in blue) (see Eq. 2) together with $F_{OVP}^{original}$; associated errors are also shown in the bottom panel. In addition, as both those OVP functions were obtained in two different days, temperature-related changes could be produced in the OVP calibration. Hence, the averaged $F_{OVP}^{avg}(z)$ between both OVP functions is also calculated, and shown together the absolute and relative errors in Fig. 2, top and bottom panels, respectively). Details on the OVP error processing are described in Annex A. By comparing with the original OVP function, large discrepancies can be clearly observed, highlighting the change of $F_{OVP}(z)$ with time, mostly in the relevant 1-5 km height-range. Regarding the OVP functions $F_{OVP}^{Polly}$ and $F_{OVP}^{Martha}$, differences are also found, mostly in the near-field range up to around 3 km height. However, by using $F_{OVP}^{avg}(z)$ instead of one of two others for P-MPL RCS correction, its relative error is just $14 \pm 5\%$ in average from 0.3 up to 10 km height (see Fig. 2-bottom). Taking into account these errors, $F_{OVP}^{avg}(z)$ can be the calibration function used for correcting the P-MPL RCS profiles at near-field heights, following the expression in Eq. 1, as it seems to be the best proxy for OVP correction of the P-MPL RCS profiles.
Figure 2: (Top) Experimental overlap functions, $F_{OVP}$, as obtained for two different days from the ratio between the P-MPL RCS profiles w.r.t. the Polly ($F_{OVP}^{Polly}$, red) and MARTHA ($F_{OVP}^{MARTHA}$, blue) ones, together with the averaged function ($F_{OVP}^{av}$) of both of them (black line); the original overlap function as provided by the manufacturer, $F_{OVP}^{original}$, is also included (cyan line). (Bottom) Errors, $\Delta F_{OVP}$, associated to the OVP-function estimation for each comparison case: P-MPL w.r.t. Polly (red), P-MPL w.r.t. MARTHA (blue), and the averaged OVP function of both of them (black); the error for $F_{OVP}^{original}$ (cyan) and the relative error for $F_{OVP}^{av}$ (green line) are also included.

The previous uncorrected and OVP-corrected P-MPL RCS profiles by using both $F_{OVP}^{av}$ and $F_{OVP}^{original}$ are shown in Figure 3. Slightly differences are observed for the P-MPL RCS profiles as compared to those Polly and MARTHA ones by using $F_{OVP}^{av}$, despite it was calculated from averaging $F_{OVP}^{Polly}$ and $F_{OVP}^{MARTHA}$, which were obtained from measurements on different days (only almost one month between them). Large differences are clearly found when $F_{OVP}^{original}$ is applied, mostly between 1.5 and 3 km height, evidencing that the OVP function as provided by the manufacturer is not applicable after some time for aerosol research, being necessary an regular OVP recalibration, as performed and described in this work. Once the P-MPL RCS profiles are OVP-corrected, the optical properties of the aerosols can be retrieved using inversion algorithms. OVP-induced effects in the inversion of the aerosol optical properties are analysed in Sect. 3.3.
Figure 3: OVP-corrected (black thick lines) P-MPL RCS profiles by using $F_{OVP}^{av}$ function and the uncorrected RCS ones (black thin lines), w.r.t. (Left) Polly (red line) and (Right) MARTHA (blue line) RCS profiles, together with the OVP-corrected ones by $F_{OVP}^{original}$ (cyan lines).

3.2 Volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR)

Before analysing the OVP impact in the retrieval of the aerosol optical properties, the VLDR is also examined. Despite the VLDR is unaffected by the OVP calibration, it actually affects, together with the PBC, $\beta_p$, the PLDR, $\delta_p$, estimation (see Sect. 2.3.2).

The P-MPL VLDR is calculated using Eq. 8 and compared with that derived from Polly measurements as reference, since TROPOS follows all quality assurance efforts regarding polarization lidar calibration tests in the Polly systems as recommended by EARLINET (Freundenthaler et al., 2008, 2016). A dust case observed at Leipzig site for the night on 29-30 June 2019 is examined for that purpose. Figure 4 shows the VLDR as obtained from both the $\delta^{MPL}_v$ and $\delta^{Polly}_v$ profiles as averaged from 18 to 23 UT on 29 June and from 00 to 05 UT on 30 June (for clarity, only averaged $\delta^v$ profiles are shown). The dust signature is clearly marked, showing a dust layer clearly confined between 3 and 6 km height, with a higher variability for the second interval due to the decay of dusty conditions at the end of that period, as reflected by a larger error uncertainty in time averaging. In overall, $\delta^{MPL}_v$ values are higher than those $\delta^{Polly}_v$, peaking between 0.11 and 0.14 within the dust layer. Hence, the VLDR was averaged within several aerosol-free height-intervals, below and above that defined dust layer, to analyse potential changes and offsets. Those mean $\delta^v$ values (and their standard deviation, SD) are shown in Table 2.
Figure 4: Volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR), $\delta^V$, as obtained from both the P-MPL (black line) and Polly (15-p smoothed red line) measurements carried out on: (left) 29 June 2019, as averaged from 18 to 23 UT, and (right) 30 June 2019, as averaged from 00 to 05 UT (error bars are also shown in black and red, respectively). The aerosol-free background $\delta^V$ is marked by a grey dashed line.

Table 2: Mean VLDR values together their standard deviation (SD) (and their relative SD error, in %) as obtained from the P-MPL and Polly measurements ($\delta^V_{\text{MPL}}$ and $\delta^V_{\text{Polly}}$ profiles) for aerosol-free height-intervals on 29-30 June 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height intervals (km)</th>
<th>$\delta^V_{\text{MPL}}$, mean ± SD (%SD)</th>
<th>$\delta^V_{\text{Polly}}$, mean ± SD (%SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5-2.5</td>
<td>0.0096 ± 0.0016 (16.6)</td>
<td>0.0057 ± 0.0002 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0-8.0</td>
<td>0.0088 ± 0.0010 (10.8)</td>
<td>0.0057 ± 0.0037 (65.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0-9.0</td>
<td>0.0083 ± 0.0016 (19.7)</td>
<td>0.003 ± 0.016 (&gt; 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height-averaged</td>
<td>0.0089 ± 0.0005 (6.0)</td>
<td>0.0049 ± 0.0011 (23.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at the results, $\delta^V_{\text{Polly}}$ presents larger errors than those for $\delta^V_{\text{MPL}}$, as associated to a lower signal-to-noise ratio as height increases for the Polly measurements (no smoothing applied). This is reflected by the higher relative error (%SD) found for the Polly VLDR (23%) w.r.t. to that for the P-MPL (6%) when all the aerosol-free height-intervals are considered, being the mean $\delta^V$ values of 0.0089 ± 0.0005 (%SD: 6%) and 0.0049 ± 0.0011 (%SD: 23%), respectively, for the P-MPL and Polly VLDR. As a result, a constant offset, $\Delta = \delta^V_{\text{Polly}} - \delta^V_{\text{MPL}}$, can be assumed between $\delta^V_{\text{MPL}}$ and $\delta^V_{\text{Polly}}$, obtaining $\Delta = -0.0040 ± 0.0016$.

This offset represents a correction to account for any slight mismatch in the transmitter and detector polarization planes and any impurity of the laser polarization state (Sassen, 2005), as also found in Córdoa-Jabonero et al. (2013) by characterizing the VLDR of a relatively older version (MPL-4) of the polarized MPL systems. Therefore, the P-MPL VLDR must be also corrected by that offset using the expression:

$$\delta^V_{\text{MPL}}^{\text{corr}} = \delta^V_{\text{MPL}} + \Delta,$$

(8)
where $\delta_{\text{MPL}}^{\text{corr}}$ is the corrected P-MPL VLDR profile.

Regarding the dust layer extended between 3.5 and 5.0 km height, as expected, a similar $\delta^V$ value to that obtained for the Polly VLDR ($\delta_{\text{Polly}}^V = 0.11 \pm 0.02$) is estimated for the corrected P-MPL VLDR, i.e., $\delta_{\text{MPL}}^{\text{corr}} = 0.12 \pm 0.02$, as averaged within that dust layer. The corresponding PLDR to those $\delta^V$ are around 0.3 (as shown in Sect. 3.3), which are typical PLDR values for dust (Burton et al., 2012; Gross et al., 2013).

3.3 Particle backscatter coefficient (PBC) and particle linear depolarization ratio (PLDR)

The effect of the OVP correction on the P-MPL RCS is also analysed regarding the retrieval of the KF-derived $\beta_p$ profiles, as obtained by applying both $F_{\text{OVP}}^{\text{original}}$ and $F_{\text{OVP}}^{\text{flat}}$ to the RCS. A dust event as observed at Leipzig on the night from 29 to 30 June 2019 (the same dust case as previously exposed in Sect. 3.2) is selected for that purpose. In addition, both PLDR, $\delta_p$ (see Eq. 3), and VLDR, $\delta^V$ (see Eqs. 4 and 9, Δ offset corrected) are estimated. The OVP-induced effect is illustrated, in particular, using the vertical hourly-averaged profiling observed on 29 June 2019 at 20-21 UT, corresponding to a well-separated two-layer dust case (dust optical depth of 0.061). Figures 5 and 6 show the vertical profiles of $\beta_p$ and $\delta_p$ (and $\delta^V$), respectively, depending on the $F_{\text{OVP}}$ applied, as retrieved from the P-MPL measurements together to those derived from Polly ones for the selected case.

Both P-MPL and Polly datasets show a dust layer clearly confined between around 3.5 and 5.0 km height. For comparison, in addition to the AOD-constrained KF solution for the PBC (reference height at 6.0 km, and reference backscatter coefficient of $10^{-7}$ Mm$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$) using $S_a^{\text{eff}} = 43$ sr (that obtained from Polly elastic measurements) (see Figs. 5a and 5c), $\beta_p$ is also retrieved by using the Raman-derived LR ($S_R^{\text{Raman}} = 60$ sr) for that dust layer as obtained from the night-time Polly Raman measurements (data not shown) (see Figs. 5b and 5d).

Table 3: Dust layer-averaged PBC, $\bar{\beta}_p$ (Mm$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$), and PLDR, $\bar{\delta}_p$, and the integrated backscatter, $B$ ($10^{-3}$ sr$^{-1}$), values, as obtained from P-MPL $\beta_p$ and $\delta_p$ profiles on 29 June 2019 at 20-21 UT in dependence of the $F_{\text{OVP}}$ applied for both the KF solutions (using $S_a^{\text{eff}}$ and $S_R^{\text{Raman}}$). Corresponding Polly values are also included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$F_{\text{OVP}}$</th>
<th>$S_a^{\text{eff}} = 43$ sr</th>
<th>$S_R^{\text{Raman}} = 60$ sr</th>
<th>$F_{\text{OVP}}$</th>
<th>$S_a^{\text{eff}} = 43$ sr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\beta}_p$</td>
<td>0.93 $\pm$ 0.17 $\pm$ 0.16</td>
<td>0.32 $\pm$ 0.16 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>0.89 $\pm$ 0.15 $\pm$ 0.16</td>
<td>0.16 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\delta}_p$</td>
<td>0.92 $\pm$ 0.16 $\pm$ 0.10</td>
<td>0.32 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>0.88 $\pm$ 0.14 $\pm$ 0.27</td>
<td>0.33 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{\text{OVP}}^{\text{Polly}}$</td>
<td>0.94 $\pm$ 0.17 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>0.32 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>0.90 $\pm$ 0.15 $\pm$ 0.27</td>
<td>0.33 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{\text{OVP}}^{\text{MARTHA}}$</td>
<td>0.87 $\pm$ 0.14 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>0.33 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>0.83 $\pm$ 0.15 $\pm$ 0.10</td>
<td>0.34 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{\text{OVP}}^{\text{original}}$</td>
<td>0.72 $\pm$ 0.16 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>0.29 $\pm$ 0.10 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>1.08 $\pm$ 0.15 $\pm$ 0.27</td>
<td>0.33 $\pm$ 0.01 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both P-MPL and Polly datasets show a dust layer clearly confined between around 3.5 and 5.0 km height.
Regarding the dust layer, relatively small differences are found between Polly and P-MPL $\beta_p$ profiles (see Figs. 5a and 5b), at least within error uncertainties. In order to assess those differences between both datasets, the layer-averaged PBC, $\overline{\beta_p} (\text{Mm}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1})$, and the integrated backscatter, $B (\text{sr}^{-1})$, for this 3.5-5.0-km dust layer were calculated to be used as a proxy of the degree of agreement. Derived $\overline{\beta_p}$ and $B$ values in dependence of $F_{\text{OVP}}$ for both the KF solutions (using either $S_{a}^{\text{eff}}$ or $S_{a}^{\text{Raman}}$) are shown in Table 3. In general, $\overline{\beta_p}$ and $B$ are higher for P-MPL w.r.t. Polly retrievals. Concerning the KF solutions for P-MPL profiles, a better agreement is achieved when the $S_{a}^{\text{Raman}}$ of 60 sr is applied (no AOD-constrain), i.e., lower differences for $\overline{\beta_p}$ and $B$ are found w.r.t. Polly-retrieved values.

Figure 5: Dust case as observed on 29 June 2019 at 20:00-21:00 UT over Leipzig: Vertical particle backscatter coefficient (PBC), $\beta_p$, as retrieved in dependence of the OVP function applied to the P-MPL RCS: $F_{\text{OVP}}$ w.r.t. to Polly (red) and MARTHA (blue) data and both the $F_{\text{OVP}}^{\text{av}}$ (black) and $F_{\text{OVP}}^{\text{original}}$ (cyan) by using the KF solution with (a) the elastic AOD-constrained LR ($S_{a}^{\text{eff}} = 43$ sr), and (b) the Raman-retrieved LR ($S_{a}^{\text{Raman}} = 60$ sr) for the dust layer; and (c) and (d) the same as Fig. 5-a and 5-b, respectively, but highlighting the near-field
range of $\beta_p$ between 0.5 and 3.5 km height (the x-axis is also accordingly scaled). Corresponding Polly-retrieved $\beta_p$ profiles are also included (green lines).

Nevertheless, the KF retrieval is mostly affected at near-field ranges (up to 3 km height) (see Figs. 5b and 5d), as expected, since the OVP correction is rather relevant at those ranges. Negative $\beta_p$ values are predominantly found for the scenarios when the RCS is OVP-corrected by $F_{OVP}^{Polly}$ and $F_{OVP}^{original}$, being more pronounced when the $S_a^{Raman}$ is applied, since the LR to be applied in this height-interval must be closer to the elastic $S_a^{eff}$ of 43 sr. The best fitting seems to be achieved by using $F_{OVP}^{MARTHA}$ and $F_{OVP}^{av}$. Among those, however, results show that $\beta_p$ profiles are in a better agreement by using $F_{OVP}^{av}$ as compared to those Polly-derived $\beta_p$ at ranges from around 1 km down (see Figs. 5a and 5c). Relative $\beta_p[F_{OVP}^{av}]$ errors of 10-20% are obtained.

Figure 6: The same as Fig. 5, but for the vertical particle linear depolarization ratio (PLDR), $\delta_p$, as retrieved from each $\beta_p[F_{OVP}]$ as shown in Fig. 5, and the VLDR, $\delta^v$ (grey line). The corresponding Polly-retrieved $\delta_p$
profile is also included (green line). For clarity, only error bars are marked for $\delta_p[F_{OVP}^n]$ (black) and $\delta_{Polly}$ (green).

By examining the PLDR profiles, the dust signature is also clearly marked between around 3.5 and 5.0 km height, i.e., typical $\delta_p$ values for dust of around 0.3 are found (see Table 3), indicating a predominance of coarse particles. No large differences are found between Polly and P-MPL PLDR profiles for that layer (see Figs. 6a and 6b), with mean $\delta_p$ values of 0.29 (Polly) and 0.31-0.34 (P-MPL, depending on the $F_{OVP}$ applied and the LR used) (see Table 3).

### 3.4 Particle extinction coefficient (PEC) retrieval for a dust case study

Once $F_{OVP}^{an}$ is experimentally determined to correct the P-MPL RCS profiles (see Sect. 3.1), the total PBC can be retrieved by using the KF algorithm ($S_{a_{eff}}$ is also estimated against AERONET AOD constraint). The PLDR was also obtained by using the PBC and the corrected VLDR (see Sect. 3.2). In addition, using the approach as described in Sect. 2.4.2, the vertical total PEC profile, $\sigma_p$, and that corresponding to each component, $\sigma_i$ ($i = Dc, Df, ND$), are obtained (see Eqs. 5-7), for instance, during a dusty event occurred at Leipzig in June 2019. For illustration, two different dust scenarios are examined: a well-separated pure dust layer observed on 29 June at 20-21 UT, and a mixed dust case occurred on 30 June at 16-17 UT.

![Figure 7: Dust scenario: well-differentiated pure dust layer on 29 June 2019 at 20-21 UT. Profiles of the (Left) particle backscatter coefficient: total (black), Dc (red), Df (green) and ND (blue); (Centre) linear depolarization ratio: particle (black) and volume (grey) together with those assumed for the pure components; and (Right) total particle extinction coefficient as obtained from: the use of an AERONET-constrained effective LR (black) and the sum of the particular PEC for each component (Dc, Df and ND) (Eq. 6, purple).](image)

Figures 7 and 8 show the vertical profiles of both the total backscatter (and also that detached into the Dc, Df and ND components) and extinction coefficient together with the PLDR and VLDR, respectively, for each of those two selected cases. Differences in the vertical structure of the $\sigma_p$ profiles between those
by using the KF-derived effective LR \( S_{a}^{eff} = 43 \) and 25 sr are obtained, respectively, for the pure and mixed dust cases) and those by applying Eq. (6) are clearly shown for both dust scenarios.

In general, the KF solution for the total extinction seems to be underestimated, although \( \tau \) values as obtained from Eq. 7 differ from the effective total extinction (by using \( S_{a}^{eff} \)) in -6.4% and +25.7%, respectively, for the pure \( (\tau = 0.103; \text{Fig.7}) \) and mixed \( (\tau = 0.264; \text{Fig. 8}) \) dust cases. However, in those particular dust scenarios, the largest discrepancies are mostly found in layers with dust (Dc and Df) detection (see \( \beta_{Dc} \) and \( \beta_{Df} \) profiles, i.e., red and green lines, respectively, in Figs. 7-left and 8-left), regarding the difference in the LR applied between the effective value and that assumed typical for dust (55 sr). This is mainly observed for the dust mixed case (Fig. 8), as that LR difference is higher than that for the pure case. Indeed, the total extinction associated to layers with dust predominance is +26.7% and +56.7% of the corresponding effective value found, respectively, for the pure (3.5-5.0 km; see Fig. 7-right) and mixed (1.5-5.0 km; see Fig. 8-right) dust layers.

Therefore, the crucial point is concerning to the particular vertical aerosol extinction layering that is estimated by using either the effective KF-derived solution or the introduced depolarization-based method as observed in both dust scenarios. Indeed, this is especially relevant for the aerosol impact in atmospheric and climate research (atmospheric composition, radiative effect, cloud nucleation, …).

Moreover, this method can be easily used as an alternative approach for extinction retrieval in other elastic polarized lidar systems.

### 4 Conclusions

A comprehensive two-month field campaign has been performed in summer 2019 to characterize the performance of a polarized Micro-Pulse Lidar (P-MPL) system, and to check the quality of the retrieved products. Atmospheric observations with the P-MPL system, currently operative within MPLNET, have been examined against those from two referenced EARLINET lidars (Polly and MARTHA), which are
operative at Leipzig site (Germany, 51.4°N 12.4°E, 125 m a.s.l.) as managed by TROPOS. In particular, a characterization assessment in terms of the overlap (OVP) correction and its impact in the retrieval of the optical properties has been achieved. Furthermore, the volume linear depolarization ratio (VLDR) has also been cross-checked and corrections applied, allowing an accurate retrieval. The aim of this work has been focused on the determination of the lidar-specific true OVP function and on investigating in detail the accuracy of both the retrieved particle backscatter coefficient (PBC) and particle linear depolarization ratio (PLDR) profiles.

It has been highlighted that the OVP function as delivered by the P-MPL manufacturer cannot be used. The reasons are manifold, but an experimental assessment of the OVP calibration should be recommended for the MPL systems. The experimental procedure to determine the OVP function for the P-MPL system has been described in the basis of the comparison to reference lidars. The optimal OVP function for correcting our P-MPL measurements has been experimentally obtained, together with its uncertainties, under clean observational conditions from simultaneous P-MPL and Polly/MARTHA observations, and compared with the original one as provided by the manufacturer. In addition, depending on the OVP function applied, the calibration-induced effects on the retrieval of both the PBC and PLDR for the P-MPL system have been analyzed for two KF solutions by using either the elastic (AOD-constrained) or the Raman-provided lidar ratios in comparison with those PBC and PLDR retrievals as obtained from simultaneous Polly observations.

Additionally, the VLDR has been also examined in comparison with the Polly VLDR regarding its effect in the PLDR determination. A suitable VLDR profile has been usually obtained, being only needed to be corrected by a small offset value, which has been also estimated. Once P-MPL measurements were optimally OVP-corrected, the PBC, and also the PLDR, profiles have been accurately derived by using the KF solution (an effective LR is obtained in constraint with AERONET AOD). In addition, an alternative method has been introduced to derive the vertical particle extinction coefficient (PEC) profiles from elastic P-MPL measurements in combination with the POLIPHON algorithm by separating the optical properties into those corresponding to each component within aerosol mixtures. A dust event occurred at Leipzig in June 2019 is used for illustration, selecting two different dust scenarios: a well-differentiated dust layer and a mixed dust case. This is especially relevant for elastic lidars, as the P-MPL system among others, due to the indetermination in solving the lidar equation.

In overall, an adequate OVP function is needed to be determined in a regular basis in order to calibrate the P-MPL system and, hence, to derive suitable aerosol products (backscatter, depolarization, extinction).

**Annex A**

The experimental overlap (OVP) function, $F_{OVP}^{ref}(z)$, is obtained from the expression

$$F_{OVP}^{ref}(z) = P_{MPL}(z)/P_{ref}(z),$$

(A.1)
where $P_{MPL}(z)$ are the P-MPL RCS profiles, which are compared against those reference lidar measurements, $P^{\text{ref}}(z)$ (ref denotes either Polly or MARTHA) using the experimental approach as described in this work.

The error associated to the determination of the OVP function, $\Delta F_{OVP}$, is obtained from error propagation calculations of the Eq. A.1. In this sense, it can be expressed as ($z$-dependence is omitted for simplicity, hereafter)

$$\Delta F_{OVP}^{\text{ref}} = F_{OVP}^{\text{ref}} \times \left[ \frac{\Delta P^{\text{MPL}}}{P^{\text{MPL}}} + \frac{\Delta P^{\text{ref}}}{P^{\text{ref}}} \right], \quad (A.2)$$

where $\Delta P^{\text{MPL}}$ and $\Delta P^{\text{ref}}$ are, respectively, the errors related to $P^{\text{MPL}}$ and $P^{\text{ref}}$.

$\Delta P^{\text{MPL}}$ can be estimated as composed of two error contributions: one associated to instrumental corrections (energy fluctuations, instrumental calibrations, solar background, …), $\varepsilon^{\text{MPL}}$, as described in Welton and Campbell (2002), and another one reflecting the atmospheric variability within the time-averaging performed of the $P^{\text{MPL}}$ profiles, which is expressed by the standard deviation, $sd^{\text{MPL}}$; hence, it can be obtained from the expression

$$\Delta P^{\text{MPL}} = \sqrt{(\varepsilon^{\text{MPL}})^2 + (sd^{\text{MPL}})^2}. \quad (A.3)$$

Errors associated to the reference lidar measurements, $\Delta P^{\text{ref}}$ (ref is for either Polly or MARTHA), are represented by the standard deviation, as obtained from the corresponding time-averaging of $P^{\text{ref}}$ profiles.

In this work, the averaged function between $F_{OVP}^{\text{Polly}}$ and $F_{OVP}^{\text{MARTHA}}$ is also calculated, i.e.,

$$F_{OVP}^{\text{avg}} = \frac{F_{OVP}^{\text{Polly}} + F_{OVP}^{\text{MARTHA}}}{2}, \quad (A.4)$$

being the error related to this function, $\Delta F_{OVP}^{\text{avg}}$, estimated as

$$\Delta F_{OVP}^{\text{avg}} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\Delta F_{OVP}^{\text{Polly}}}{2}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta F_{OVP}^{\text{MARTHA}}}{2}\right)^2}, \quad (A.5)$$

where $\Delta F_{OVP}^{\text{ref}}$ (ref denotes either Polly or MARTHA) is the error as obtained from Eq. A.2.
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